TRUMPET VOttfNTAllY
When I was a little girl, if they ever called me a backward child,
they must have meant a locking-backward child;  for I grew up
to claim die proud ride of the world's champion nostalgist.  Then,
if I wistfully hankered for the past and felt bad about it all, they
chose to diagnose it briskly as "growing pains" (perhaps growing
pains are really the explanation of all hankering).   I must have
been about ten when my parents invited a rampant contralto to
stay with them.   Almost every evening she wals unleashed to sing
Tosri's Good-Bye, a song which was having an immense vogue;
they said he had composed it to Queen Margherita of Italy for whom
he sighed with a hopeless Ruritanian passion.    There was one
line:  "All our to-morrows shall be as to-day" which for some
peculiar reason got right under my skin.   In a mood of the richest
melancholy I used to go and walk under the trees at the far end
of die garden, and muse on that bleak prospect.   Luckily I was
cured, not by the doctor ordering me a long sea-voyage, but by
one of fate's less expensive and more original improvisations.
I went to stay with friends at a hotel at Folkestone;  and Tosti
himself, an active litde man with a pointed white beard, not at
all like Rudolph Rassendyll or Hamlet, was staying at the same
hoteL I watched him play Diabolo on the lawn.  I played Diabolo
myself, a fascinating game.   I played it at him, and discovered
I could spin my reel faster, toss it higher, catch it more neady.
There was Tosti hopping about like mad, and myself as jolly as
any sandboy.   Easy to forget that all my to-morrows must be as
to-day.
"Time is on our side" both sides declare in time of war, never
seeing how absurd to materialize Time and enlist it, even for a
flash of a sentence, into our gallant ally. "You can *ave Rome",
die rich money4ender once said on his return to Monte Carlo
after a week's absence exploring Classic Italy. When anyone says
to me now: "You must give me time", my answer is on the
same lines: "You can *ave time—and welcome."
And Time brought me round and back again to Albany and the
Rope-Walk on this topaz afternoon of November (yes, I am aware
I called it "amber" before, and accept the reprimand), with my
	^	jradier*s decoration which had gone out nameless an
liour before, now triumphantly identified as the Nicham Iftikar,
OixJer of Chivalry of Tunis. I let myself in with my key at the
Wkfeet-Gate end, and turned absendy into E doorway instead
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